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(i) Summary  

This research paper examines the theory and practice of colheita and frasqueira wines 

in a dedicated study of vintage-dated madeira.  

Analysis of the regional legislation applicable to the colheita and frasqueira 

classifications since they were introduced reveals that these traditional designations 

have historically allowed more flexibility in production processes than commonly 

acknowledged. Estufagem, blends of grape varieties and ageing in vessels other than 

wood were all possible. The 2015 legislative reform is a decisive step forward, 

widening the pool of permitted grape varieties whilst seeking to assure quality with 

more stringent production requirements.  

A producer consultation indicates that while winemakers are united in their view that 

the premium quality of these wines is primarily a function of length of time in cask, 

there is significant variation in the techniques used to balance the positive effects of 

cask maturation with loss of volume by evaporation and the need to meet prescribed 

criteria at bottling. With producers currently employing the canteiro process and wood-

ageing for both classifications, the option to release a vintage-dated wine as a colheita 

provides welcome flexibility, supporting the continued production of longer-aged 

frasqueiras. Historical reservations about the quality potential of Tinta Negra have 

been overcome and all six producers are set to produce frasqueira wines from this 

grape as now permitted by the legislation. With the value represented by these 

classifications increasing, the majority of producers see colheita and frasqueira wines 

as instrumental in their portfolios and key to the future success of the category.  
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(ii) Introduction  

Madeira has a long and venerable history of wine production dating back to the 

sixteenth century.1 Whereas even generic madeira had at the start of the nineteenth 

century been marketed as a wine of a particular vintage, the advent of phylloxera in 

1872 (following an outbreak of oidium in 1852) meant that the blending of wines from 

different harvests and grape varieties to meet demand soon became commonplace.2 

Blended wines continue to dominate DO Madeira production today, with vintage wines 

(wines labelled with the harvest year and either ‘colheita’ or ‘frasqueira’ on the basis 

of time spent in cask) accounting for just 1% of total output by volume.3 But the value 

embodied by these two classifications is increasingly important: having grown year-

on-year for the past seven years it now stands at 12% of the total value represented 

by the category.4 

With this in mind, and given their association with premium quality, the lack of a 

dedicated study of the colheita and frasqueira classifications is noteworthy. Frasqueira 

wines – despite being acknowledged as ‘the glory of madeira, […] the yardstick by 

which it is judged to be a world class wine’5 – have typically received more attention 

as historical artefacts than wines currently in production.6 At the same time, while 

                                                             
1 See Liddell (2); Mayson (2). 
2 Croft-Cooke, p.96; Liddell (2), p. 77. 
3 See Appendix 1 for an analysis of volume and value trends.  
In this paper ‘blended wines’ refers to generic madeira and wines, blended or otherwise, 
which carry an indication of age (e.g. ‘10 year-old’, ‘15 year-old’, etc.). ‘Vintage wines’ or 
‘vintage madeira’ refer(s) jointly to colheita and frasqueira (also known as garrafeira) wines. 
Wines with an indication of harvest year may also be labelled ‘solera’, an alternative 
classification to which distinct rules apply; the solera classification falls outside the scope of 
this paper.  
4 See Appendix 1. 
5 Liddell (1), p. 150.  
6 Both Liddell and Mayson devote entire chapters of their books to tasting notes of historic 
frasqueira wines.  
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colheitas are seen to occupy an interim quality bracket between blended wines and 

frasqueiras, how they differ in terms of production from the latter is far from obvious to 

a casual observer.7 Compounding the lack of clarity is Madeira’s complicated 

classification hierarchy which, historically confused by the use of the names of 

traditional, ‘noble’ grapes to denote style, relies on an extensive range of Portuguese- 

and English-language labelling terms. 

In view of the commercial significance of these wines to the madeira category and the 

scope for elucidation, it is clear that the legal framework and production reality of 

vintage wines merit further enquiry. In January 2015 Madeira’s regional government 

enacted legislation which comprehensively redefined the colheita and frasqueira 

classifications, making an appraisal of the legal position and producer views on these 

wines all the more timely.  

  

                                                             
7 See Liddell (2), p.190. 
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(iii) Literature Review 

This paper is intended as a qualitative enquiry synthesing primary and secondary 

source material to evaluate the legal framework and contemporary issues in the 

production of colheita and frasqueira wines. As such, secondary source material has 

been critically evaluated in conjunction with primary research findings and is 

incorporated in the body of the paper, referenced as appropriate. 

The Legal Framework 

Although the concepts of colheita and frasqueira are outlined in the major works on 

madeira, the legal framework for these designations has only been superficially 

examined since the introduction of the 1982 legislation designed to regulate wines 

carrying a harvest date on the label. Liddell acknowledges that the legislation has, 

historically, been confused.8 Elliott and Mayson summarise the legal requirements 

understood to apply to wines designated colheita or frasqueira without further enquiry, 

although Mayson – in the most recent work published on madeira – anticipates some 

of the key changes introduced by the 2015 legislation.9 Yet, as this paper will 

demonstrate, there seems to have been limited analysis of the applicable legislation 

and little interpretation of its potential implications in terms of permitted practice. 

Crucially, there has been no substantive appraisal of the 2015 legislation in the context 

of what has gone before.  

 

 

                                                             
8 See Liddell (1), pp. 134–137. 
9 Elliott, p. 70; Mayson (2), pp. 84–89. 
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Key Themes in Production 

Commentators have noted the historical opacity of the madeira industry, particularly 

with regard to production practices. Mayson authored an article in 1991 entitled ‘Does 

anyone know how to make madeira?’ in which he noted that there was no textbook 

answer to this question, with most producers choosing ‘to make wines their own way’ 

with careful winemaking far from a priority.10 He revisits this in his latest book, noting 

that ‘trade visitors have often left the island feeling more confounded than when they 

arrived’.11 Perhaps as a result of the obfuscation Mayson describes, discussion of the 

production of wines denominated colheita and frasqueira in the literature is typically 

limited to high-level observations about the canteiro process (as a putative 

counterpoint to the estufagem process commonly used for lesser wines) and wood-

ageing in general.12 Both Mayson and Liddell discuss the benefits and drawbacks of 

long cask maturation but there is limited analysis of how individual producers manage 

these complexities in the run-up to bottling.13 Nor has there been an attempt to 

document what the colheita and frasqueira classifications mean for producers.  

This paper seeks to redress these twin imbalances, analysing the development of the 

legal framework for vintage madeira and consulting producers on practical aspects of 

production, as well as their views on the opportunities and challenges associated with 

the colheita and frasqueira classifications. 

                                                             
10 Mayson (1). 
11 Mayson (2), p. xii. 
12 The canteiro process involves wines being left to maderise in cask in warm and humid 
conditions as opposed to undergoing the artificial heating process of estufagem. See 
Perestrelo et. al., p. 213. 
13 See Liddell (2), pp. 161–167 and Mayson (2), pp. 77–83. 
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(iv) Research Methodology and Scope  

Four research methods were used in the preparation of this paper: 

1. A review of the existing literature and other secondary source material 

regarding the colheita and frasqueira classifications. 

Secondary source material on the colheita and frasqueira classifications has 

been critically evaluated, incorporated where relevant and referenced as 

appropriate.  

2. A review of regional legislation and European Union law as it has applied 

to colheita and frasqueira classifications from 1982 to 2015.  

Legislation is primary source material which offers a fixed statement of 

Portuguese and/or European Union law and a record of how the colheita and 

frasqueira classifications have changed over time by reference to labelling 

terminology. Part 1 of this paper offers detailed analysis of the regional 

legislation applicable to the classifications, supplemented, where possible, by 

primary source material from interviewees and other stakeholders on how the 

legislation has evolved. The research and analysis conducted is limited to 

enacted legislation as published in the Jornal Oficial da Região Autónoma da 

Madeira and relevant European Union law; the Instituto do Vinho, do Bordado 

e do Artesanato da Madeira was not able to confirm or deny the existence of 

supplementary guidance or regulations covering the colheita and frasqueira 

classifications. 

3. Interviews and correspondence with representatives of the Instituto do 

Vinho, do Bordado e do Artesanato da Madeira, IP-RAM (‘IVBAM’) to 
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gather production data and primary source material on the regulation of 

the colheita and frasqueira classifications. 

Three interviews were conducted with senior staff of IVBAM, the government 

agency tasked with the regulation of madeira wine production. Information 

obtained in these interviews is cited as a personal communication with the 

individual concerned and referenced to the bibliography. 

4. Interviews and correspondence with producers and other stakeholders to 

gather primary source material on the legislative changes that have taken 

place, practical aspects in the production of colheita and frasqueira wines 

(with particular reference to wine maturation) and views on the 

opportunities and challenges they present. 

Of the eight companies registered with IVBAM as agentes económicos 

(producer-exporters, referred to in this paper as ‘producers’), six currently 

produce colheita and frasqueira wines. To ensure comprehensive coverage, 

representatives of all six producers were interviewed in Madeira using the 

checklist in Appendix 3. 

The managing director of a seventh producer 

 was consulted as a potential counterpoint to those producers engaged in 

the production of vintage wines.  

Presentation of Research Findings 

In view of the research objectives, qualitative nature of the methodology and sample 

size of the producer consultation, research findings are presented in a narrative format 
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which combines exposition with analysis throughout. Statistical data evidencing 

volume and value trends for colheita and frasqueira wines is provided for context in 

Appendix 1 and referenced in the body of the paper as appropriate. 

Information obtained in face-to-face interviews as part of the producer consultation is 

identified in the text by use of the individual’s initials or the producer name in 

parentheses, as set out below: 
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Company  Interviewees and position held  

 

Vinhos Barbeito (Madeira), 
Lda. (

 

 

 
r 

L

 

 

H. M. Borges, Sucrs., Lda. 

(

 

 

r 

 

 

Henriques & Henriques 
Vinhos, S.A. 

 

 

 

 

 

Justino’s Madeira Wines, S.A. 

 

 

 

 

Madeira Wine Company, S.A.  

 

 

 

Pereira D’Oliveira (Vinhos), 
Lda. 

 

  

 

Italicised text in inverted commas is translated from Portuguese by the author. 
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1 The Legal Framework for the Colheita and Frasqueira 

Classifications 

This section of the paper seeks to map the development of the colheita and frasqueira 

classifications since the concept of vintage wines was first codified in law in 1982. It 

will consider the core pieces of regional legislation concerning these classifications in 

turn. 

1.1 Background 

Although legislation to regulate the production and sale of madeira has been in place 

since at least the beginning of the twentieth century,14 it was not until Decreto Regional 

No. 7/79/M de 6 de Abril established the predecessor organisation to IVBAM in 1979 

that the groundwork came to be laid for proposals to regulate the labelling – and by 

extension the production – of vintage wines. The statutory remit of this body – known 

as the Instituto do Vinho da Madeira (‘IVM’) – was broad but there was a clear 

regulatory agenda: it was to ‘assure the authenticity of madeira wine’ and ‘enforce 

applicable regulations’.15 

The first legislation brought forward by the IVM under this mandate was a 1982 

ministerial decree (portaria) which defined categories of madeira by reference to 

permitted labelling terms.16 

 

                                                             
14 See Mayson (2), p. 18 and Liddell (2), p. 83. 
15 Article 3 of Decreto Regional No. 7/79/M de 6 de Abril. 
16 A portaria is a form of Portuguese secondary legislation or regulatory law of regional 
application which takes the form of a ministerial order. Portarias are enacted pursuant to 
primary legislation (in the form of Leis or Decreto-leis). See ‘Member State Law – Portugal’, 
European e-Justice Portal. 
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 1.2 The 1982 Legislation: Portaria No. 40/82 de 15 April (‘Portaria 40/82’) 

1.2.1  Garrafeira and Frasqueira Defined 

Portaria 40/82 codified for the first time in law a connection between quality and 

extended maturation for one of the two categories of vintage wines at issue. It did so 

by permitting use of the labelling term ‘Garrafeira (or frasqueira)’ for dated wines 

meeting the criteria set out in Article 2(a).17 To qualify, wines had to be the product of 

‘traditional, noble varieties’, present ‘outstanding quality’ and have been aged for a 

minimum of 20 years before bottling and two years after bottling.18 They also had to 

be registered on specific current accounts (contas-correntes) with IVBAM before and 

after bottling. 

Before this portaria came into force it is understood that frasqueiras or garrafeiras were 

simply dated wines with no set criteria for production.19 The stated purpose of this 

legislation was to ‘stimulate production and sales of quality wines’ and ‘protect 

consumers against the confusions which labelling so often produces in relation to 

origin, nature and quality of the product’ and producers agree that it was a timely bid 

to improve transparency and promote quality assurance . 20  

It is accepted that the introduction of the 20- plus two-year minimum ageing 

requirement for the newly designated frasqueira classification was an important step 

                                                             
17 Both frasqueira and garrafeira may be translated as ‘wine cellar’ or ‘private store for wine’ 
(Mayson (2), p. 239; Liddell, p. 341). 
18 A definition of castas nobres tradicionais (‘traditional noble grape varieties’) – understood 
to be Sercial, Verdelho, Boal, Malvasia, Terrantez and Bastardo (Cossart (2), p. 99) – 
appears never to have been codified in the legislation, with these grapes only ever identified 
as ‘recommended varieties’ in Article 2(3)(a) of the Annex to Decreto Regulamentar 

Regional No. 20/85/M. In this paper, these varieties are referred to as the ‘traditional 
varieties’. 
19 Liddell (2), p. 187. 
20 Preamble to Portaria 40/82. 
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in associating the highest quality madeiras with extended maturation and by 

implication wood-ageing.21 As to the timeframe prescribed,  

 are all of the view that this codified common practice for 

premium wines at the time while suggests that the 20-year requirement came into 

being as a phonetic corruption of the English word ‘vintage’, the Portuguese word for 

‘twenty’ being vinte.  

Notably absent from the Article 2(a) definition of frasqueira, however, was any 

requirement that these wines be produced using the canteiro process. In fact, despite 

Liddell’s assertion that ‘estufagem is against the law’ for frasqueira wines (made in 

1998 when Portaria 40/82 was still operative), there is no evidence in the legislation 

that this was the case.22 Indeed, Cossart, writing in 1984, indicates that estufagem 

was practised for frasqueiras at that time (with wines subsequently transferred to wood 

for ageing).23  

In the same connection, there was no prima facie requirement in Portaria 40/82 for 

frasqueiras to spend any of the 20-year term in wood, although Paula Cabaço of 

IVBAM considers that the need for canteiro and wood-ageing ‘was not written [in the 

legislation] but it was mandatory’.24  

Given the understanding that ‘all madeira is wood-aged’ with premium quality wines 

differentiated by undergoing the canteiro process in addition to maturation in cask,25 it 

is hard it see why producers would seek to age their frasqueira wines in vessels other 

                                                             
21 See Liddell (2), p. 187. 
22 Liddell (1), p. 128. 
23 Cossart (1), p. 113. 
24 Pers. comm. 22 April 2016. Further information was requested from IVBAM, but copies of 
any other guidelines or regulations which may have specified canteiro/wood-ageing were not 
forthcoming. 
25 Liddell (2), p. 162; see Perestrelo et. al., p. 213. 
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than wood for the majority of the stipulated timeframe, or, given the 20-year 

requirement, put them through estufagem. Nevertheless, the apparent flexibility to do 

so is noteworthy, with  acknowledging that some producers will have taken 

advantage of this loophole. Although none of the producers interviewed indicated that 

anything other than the canteiro process and cask maturation were standard practice 

for their vintage wines while Portaria 40/82 was in force, possible reasons for maturing 

them in vessels other than wood are considered in Part 2. 

1.2.2 Prototype Colheitas 

Although colheita was not identified as a designated labelling term in Portaria 40/82, 

Article 6 contemplated a vintage wine other than frasqueira, bottled with fewer than 20 

years’ maturation time. In providing that wines from the noble varieties could carry the 

harvest year on the label if they had undergone five years of ageing (seven in the case 

of Sercial), this article further entrenched the link between these grape varieties and 

vintage wines, and by implication between quality and maturation time.26 

As such, although it seems that few producers took advantage of this provision and 

bottled vintage wines at less than 22 years of age at this time,27 it was an important 

foundation for the introduction of the colheita classification. 

 

                                                             
26 It seems likely that the longer ageing period for Sercial was acknowledgement of the 
widely held belief that this grape takes longer to mature. See: Croft-Cooke, p. 168; Mayson 
(2), p. ix; Vizetelly, p. 174; and comments recorded in Part 2.  
27 Liddell noted in 1998 that ‘a number of shippers […] appeared to be unaware of the 
possibility of putting a vintage year on bottles which are not of garrafeira quality’ (Liddell (1), 
p. 136).  
28 Pers. comm. 26 January 2016.  
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The commercial logic of 

releasing a dated wine at a more accessible price than frasqueira with less onerous 

ageing requirements was compelling and, with this in mind, approached 

IVBAM to ask that they launch a consultation on the creation of colheita as a new 

labelling term.  acknowledges the role of in this process, 

which came to fruition in the next piece of legislation to be examined, Portaria 

125/98.29 

1.3 The 1998 Legislation: Portaria No. 125/98 de 29 de Julho (‘Portaria 125/98’) 

1.3.1 Revision of Frasqueira and the Introduction of Colheita  

By the late 1990s it was clear that the legislative framework was struggling to keep 

pace with production reality, Liddell noting at that time that the provisions of Portaria 

40/82 had been modified by unofficial practices which lacked the force of law but were 

‘nevertheless adhered to by the trade’.30 These included the bottling of frasqueira 

wines at 20 years of age without the additional two years in bottle stipulated in Art 

2(a),31 a requirement which agree had become otiose given improved 

protein stability and more frequent racking of these wines. 

Portaria 125/98 did remove the requirement for frasqueira wines to spend a minimum 

of two years in bottle after 20 years’ maturation but otherwise the restated definition in 

Article 2 remained the same, save for the removal of garrafeira as an alternative 

traditional designation. Garrafeira is also absent from the list of additional terms 

                                                             
29 Pers. comm. 23 February 2016. 
30 Liddell (1), p. 134. 
31 Ibid., p. 135. 
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reserved for DO Madeira in Commission Regulation (EC) No. 881/98 where frasqueira 

and colheita both appear.32 Why this term was omitted is unclear, although Ângela 

Nascimento acknowledges that it was a likely oversight, borne out by the fact that it is 

reinstated in the 2015 legislation.33 Again, Portaria 125/98 made no mention of any 

need for the canteiro process or cask maturation, technically leaving open the 

possibility of estufagem and maturation in vessels other than wood for frasqueira 

wines. This is at odds with Liddell’s observation that ‘the definition of a garrafeira / 

frasqueira wine is precise: […] it has to be have been aged in wood for a minimum of 

twenty years’.34 

Article 4 authorises use of the term ‘colheita’ for dated wines ‘from a sole vintage, of 

good quality, with the right to the indication of respective harvest’, but is silent on any 

minimum ageing required (and the process and type of vessel permitted). Similarly, 

there is no evidence in this portaria that it ‘reduced the ageing required by Sercial to 5 

years, in line with the other varieties’ as Liddell suggests.35 In fact, given that this 

Portaria was stated to ‘complement’ rather than replace Portaria 40/82 (the provisions 

of which were not expressly revoked until 2015),36 it can be argued that as a matter of 

law the minimum ageing criteria established in 1982 continued to apply to the subset 

of vintage wines now eligible for denomination as ‘colheita’.37 Despite requests, 

                                                             
32 The term was adopted for certain Portuguese table wines as of 2004 (pursuant to Portaria 

No. 924/2004 de 26 de Julho) and for a category of port as of 2005 (pursuant to 
Regulamento No. 36/2005 de 18 de Abril), as acknowledged in Commission Regulation (EC) 
No. 607/2009 (Annex XII, Part B). 
33 Pers. comm. 23 February 2016. 
34 Liddell (2), p. 187. 
35 Liddell (2), p. 189. 
36 Preamble to Portaria 125/98. 
37 This is a potentially complex point of law which is beyond the scope of this paper. 
Whereas in Portuguese law a legal rule arising after a conflicting legal rule prevails over the 
earlier rule to the extent of any conflict (meaning, given the change in minimum ageing time, 
the new definition of frasqueira replaced that in Portaria 40/82), subsequent legislation will 
not displace prior legislation to the extent that it is less specific in its regulation of the matter 
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IVBAM was not able to clarify whether the intention was for the five- and seven-year 

ageing rule to apply to the newly denominated colheitas, but the question is essentially 

academic; producers seem not to have embraced the new labelling term at the time. 

Indeed, considers that the term did not properly come about until 2000, when a 

more specific portaria was enacted. 

1.3.2 Use of the Term ‘Vintage’ for Frasqueira Wines 

The 1998 legislation is significant for another omission which continues to resonate 

today. Despite producers having historically described and labelled frasqueira wines 

using the English term ‘Vintage’,38 in Portugal the term has been associated with port 

since the mid-1980s, with Decreto-lei No. 166/86 de 26 de Junho specifically reserving 

the term for vintage port.39  

On 22 May 2004, the Instituto dos Vinhos do Douro e do Porto (‘IVDP’) applied to the 

Instituto Nacional da Propriedade Industrial to register the term ‘Vintage’ as a 

European community trademark, with registration granted in 2011 and subsequently 

contested by IVBAM. On 20 May 2015 the Tribunal da Propriedade Industrial found in 

favour of the IVDP, with the judgment upheld on appeal at the Tribunal da Relação de 

Lisboa on 5 November 2015.40 A key factor in the appeal court’s finding was that of 

the 19 traditional designations approved by Portaria 125/98, none referred to the term 

‘Vintage’.41  

                                                             
concerned (Article 7 of the Portuguese Civil Code (Decreto-lei 47344/66 de 25 de Novembro 
as amended by Lei 150/2015 de 10 de Setembro)). 
38 See Liddell (2), p. 170. 
39 Article 11(1)(c) of Decreto-lei No. 166/86 de 26 Junho, now replaced by Decreto-lei No. 

173/2009 de 3 de Agosto. 
40 Proc. No. 1343/11.3TYLSB and Apelação No. 1343/11.3TYLSB.L1, reproduced in Boletim 

da Propriedade Industrial No. 2016/02/24, pp. 26–47. 
41 Ibid., p. 44. 
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Were there any doubt as to whether DO Madeira could use the designation – and 

Mayson and Liddell in particular have expressed hopes that it could42 – the matter has 

now been definitely resolved in the negative. IVBAM, understandably perhaps, is 

reluctant to engage on the issue, but Bárbara Spínola, acknowledging that ‘[Madeira] 

took the term for granted’, has confirmed that no further action will be taken on its 

part.43 Further discussion of the consequences of this judgment from a producer 

perspective appears in Part 2.  

1.4 The 2000 Legislation: Portaria No. 91/2000 de 9 de Outubro (‘Portaria 

91/2000’) 

Although Portaria 125/98 identified ‘colheita’ as a designated labelling term and 

reduced the total minimum ageing requirement for frasqueira wines, the legal position 

regarding vintage wines remained largely unchanged from 1982. The next piece of 

legislation to be enacted, however, evidences a clear shift in the conception of colheita 

wines and their function within the madeira category.  

Portaria 91/2000 acknowledged that Portaria 40/82 had allowed for the production of 

single-harvest wines from the traditional varieties and that Portaria 125/98 had 

‘contemplated with more rigour the colheita designation’, before noting that ‘it is 

necessary to implement the sale of wines with a harvest date made from other grape 

varieties’. Despite some ambiguity in the drafting of this portaria, IVBAM has confirmed 

that it authorised the production of colheita wines from Tinta Negra, subject to provisos 

that wines so produced could not exceed 10% of the total volume of the harvest in 

question and could only be labelled with the applicable sweetness category and 

                                                             
42 Mayson, p. 88; Liddell (2), p. 266. 
43 Pers. comm. 23 February 2016. 
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harvest year, not the grape variety.44 It also codified a minimum ageing requirement 

of five years for colheita wines within the 10% quota and allowed for the immediate 

designation of batches of Tinta Negra already set aside from 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998 

and 1999 as potential colheita wines.45 Once again, this portaria did not prescribe 

maturation vessel or the use of canteiro for colheitas.  

Given that it had taken some 16 years to modify the 1982 portaria, the fact that a new 

portaria was enacted – only two years after the 1998 portaria – combined with the 

retrospective effect of Article 6, necessary in order ‘to produce immediate effects in 

the marketing of madeira wine’, indicates an apparent realisation of the commercial 

potential of the colheita classification as extended to Tinta Negra.46 Three producers 

were quick to bottle colheita wines from Tinta Negra: . The 

remaining producers held back or focussed on colheita wines from traditional varieties, 

for various reasons;  waited until the mid-2000s to launch a Boal colheita, with 

citing the need to see how the new classification fared before testing the market. 

 has only ever bottled colheita wines from the traditional varieties, preferring 

to use Tinta Negra for blended wines. While launched its first colheita in 

2000, it did not bottle one from Tinta Negra until 2008, 

47 

This equal split between those producers who sought to bottle Tinta Negra colheitas 

in the early 2000s and those that did not may indicate a tension between the 

                                                             
44 Ângela Nascimento, pers. comm. 23 February 2016; Articles 3 and 5 of Portaria 91/2000. 
Ângela attributes both the 10% cap and the fact that no mention could be made of grape 
variety on the label to the political sensitivity surrounding the use of Tinta Negra, widely 
considered inferior to the traditional varieties at that time. 
45 Articles 4 and 6 of Portaria 91/2000, respectively. 
46 Article 6. Predictable perhaps in view of the fact that in 1998 Tinta Negra provided ‘over 
90% of the grapes used in the manufacture of madeira’ (Liddell (1) p. 90).  
47 Chris Blandy, pers. comm. 26 April 2016. 
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commercial imperative to open up the new classification of dated wine to Tinta Negra 

to reflect its dominance (evidently more pressing for some producers than others) and 

vestigial concerns over this grape’s suitability as a variety capable of the quality 

necessary for a vintage wine.48 The timing of the 2000 portaria may also be telling; 

legislation introduced in May 2001 banned the export of madeira in bulk as of 1 

January 2002,49 a move which significantly reduced sales volumes that year.50 It 

seems likely that this impending change was front of mind for producers and IVBAM 

at the time the 2000 legislation was brought forward, even if any causal link between 

the suspension of bulk exports and the opening up of the new classification to Tinta 

Negra is hard to establish. 

1.5 The 2015 Legislation: Portaria No. 38/2015 de 13 de Fevereiro and Portaria 

No. 39/2015 de 13 de Fevereiro (‘Portaria 38/2015’ and ‘Portaria 39/2015’) 

1.5.1 Comprehensive Reform 

The 1998 definitions of frasqueira and colheita (the latter as amended by Portaria 

91/2000) were to continue in force until 2015 when the most recent portarias governing 

DO Madeira were enacted pursuant to a new ‘Statute of the Vine and Wine of the 

Autonomous Region of Madeira’ in the form of Decreto Legislativo Regional No. 1-

A/2015/M.51  

Significantly, Article 30 of this law revoked all foregoing legislation, paving the way for 

a comprehensive restatement of the legal framework as it applies to colheita and 

frasqueira wines. According to IVBAM a main driver for the 2015 legislation was a joint 

                                                             
48 Historically Tinta Negra has been held in low esteem by opinion-formers if not producers, 
a fact recognised by IVBAM (Bárbara Spínola, pers. comm. 23 February 2016). 
49 Portaria No. 39/2001 de 8 de Maio. 
50 See Mayson (2), p. 26 and p. 247. 
51 Replacing the first such statute, Decreto Regulamentar Regional No. 20/85/M.  
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consensus with producers that the regulations needed to be consolidated in one place 

with a view to making them easier to interpret.52 As such, Portaria 38/2015 is stated to 

‘approve regulations relating to the designation, denomination, presentation and 

labelling of DO Madeira wines’, noting the need for reform with the observation that 

the ‘regulation of labelling – designation, presentation and protection – is scattered 

across diverse regional regulations’.53 However, the changes introduced by this 

portaria and its sister statute Portaria 39/2015 go beyond welcome clarification; IVBAM 

also cites the importance of innovating without losing the ‘traditional values’ associated 

with madeira production.54  

1.5.2  Frasqueira and Colheita Re-defined 

Portaria 38/2015 redefined the frasqueira and colheita classifications in the most 

precise terms yet.55  

Article 7(1)(a) now makes it clear that in order to use the frasqueira designation wines 

must be produced using the canteiro method and aged in wood for a minimum 

continuous period of 20 years. They must exhibit ‘organoleptic characteristics of 

exceptional quality’ rather than ‘outstanding quality’ as previously. The requirement for 

the wine in question to be made from ‘traditional noble varieties’ to qualify for 

frasqueira status has been replaced by a requirement that it carry an ‘indication of 

recommended grape variety’. This has two important implications. Firstly, with Tinta 

Negra promoted to the league of recommended grape varieties pursuant to Article 3(1) 

of Portaria 39/2015, it permits the bottling of Tinta Negra wines as frasqueira provided 

                                                             
52 Paula Cabaço, pers. comm. 22 April 2016. 
53 Preamble to Portaria 38/2015. 
54 Paula Cabaço, pers. comm. 22 April 2016.  
55 See Appendix 2 for full-text translations of the revised criteria for the colheita and 
frasqueira designations.  
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the other stated conditions are complied with. Secondly, it suggests that frasqueira 

wines should be varietally labelled and therefore constitute no less than 85% of the 

grape indicated.56  

The Article 7(1)(b) definition of colheita is for the first time definitive on the applicable 

minimum ageing requirement for wines from the traditional varieties – five years in line 

with colheitas from Tinta Negra – and the vessels to be used, wood. It also 

incorporates greater flexibility. Without any requirement that colheitas carry an 

indication of recommended grape variety, it is open to producers to bottle a colheita 

wine from other hitherto ‘declassified’ grape varieties (denominated ‘authorised’ rather 

than ‘recommended’) such as Complexa. Furthermore, there is no need for varietal 

labelling and the 85% minimum indicated grape content that this would entail.57 

Article (7)(1)(b) also leaves open the possibility of estufagem prior to ageing in wood 

for colheita wines, a point thrown into relief by the express stipulation that frasqueira 

wines have to be produced using the canteiro process and be aged in wood. The 

quality bar for the colheita classification has also been raised from ‘good quality’ per 

the 1998 legislation to ‘outstanding organoleptic characteristics’.  

The effect of these new provisions is twofold, tightening up the production pathway for 

frasqueira and colheita wines (by insisting on wood-ageing for both classifications and 

mandating the canteiro method and varietal labelling for frasqueiras) whilst broadening 

their scope in terms of eligible grape varieties. The greater insistence on the quality of 

these wines evidenced by the changed wording for the applicable thresholds – which 

                                                             
56 Pursuant to Article 62(1)(c)(i) of Commission Regulation (EC) No. 607/2009. 
57 See Annex to Portaria 39/2015 for a list of ‘authorised’ and ‘recommended’ grape 
varieties. 
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IVBAM styles an attempt to ‘quantify quality’58 – is perhaps less significant than it 

appears. The fact that the base criteria by which IVBAM’s tasting panel approve wines 

submitted for frasqueira and colheita status remain unchanged and that the raising of 

the quality threshold for frasqueira has been matched for colheita wines, mean that 

this change in terminology is arguably of notional effect.59 It is plausible that the revised 

quality wording is a concession to lingering concerns over the suitability of Tinta Negra 

for vintage wines (and indeed other authorised varieties for colheitas specifically), 

although this is at odds with producer majority opinion which is resolutely in favour of 

Tinta Negra as a recommended variety.60  

Whatever the reason for the change in the quality thresholds, the association between 

wood-ageing and the superior quality of colheitas and frasqueiras has now been 

clearly articulated in law, a key development in the legal framework for these wines. 

Whereas the only control point for vintage wines used to be the IVBAM assessment 

at bottling, now the start of canteiro and estufagem processes must be notified to 

IVBAM in advance allowing enhanced supervision of the maturation process.61 

Furthermore, with the opening up of the frasqueira classification to Tinta Negra and of 

the colheita classification to Complexa and other varieties, the implication is that wood-

ageing and length of maturation are more important to premium madeira production 

than grape variety.  

                                                             
58 Paula Cabaço, pers. comm. 22 April 2016. 
59 In common with other styles of madeira, wines submitted for IVBAM approval for bottling 
as colheita and frasqueira must pass a tasting panel test to ensure they are characteristic of 
the designation sought in terms of appearance, aroma and quality, as well as a laboratory 
analysis to check that parameters such as alcohol content, sweetness and volatile acidity 
are within specification (Rubina Vieira, pers. comm. 23 February 2016). See also Liddell (2) 
pp. 176–177.  
60 See Part 2 for discussion on this point.  
61 Pursuant to Article 9(4) of Portaria 39/2015.  
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1.6 The Legal Framework 1982–2015: Summary Conclusions 

The foregoing analysis shows that the development of the legal framework 

underpinning the colheita and frasqueira classifications has been erratic since the 

concept of vintage-dated wines was first codified in 1982. Until 2015, longstanding 

ambiguities or omissions in the secondary legislation tasked with regulating the use of 

these classifications as labelling terms have – whether by accident or design – 

afforded more flexibility to producers than commentators have historically 

acknowledged. Estufagem and maturation in vessels other than wood were technically 

possible for frasqueira wines until the 2015 legislation came into force. Perhaps 

unsurprisingly given the connection between long cask maturation and premium 

quality, producers are reluctant to engage on past practices, with most maintaining 

that canteiro and wood-ageing for the minimum term have always been the norm for 

vintage wines.  

The legislation has, as Ângela Nascimento acknowledges, often been slow to 

change,62 but the comprehensive restatement of the law in 2015 as it applies to 

colheita and frasqueira wines indicates a willingness on the part of producers and 

IVBAM to consolidate apparently established practices in law and clarify some of the 

inconsistencies identified. At the same time, it represents a radical break with the past 

by authorising the production of vintage wines with alternative grape varieties, 

indicating an awareness of the commercial and practical realities of vintage madeira 

production. These realities – together with producer views on 2015 legislation – will be 

explored in Part 2. 

                                                             
62 Pers. comm. 23 February 2016. 
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2  Key Themes in the Production of Vintage Madeira 

2.1 Introduction 

Part 2 of this paper is based on a producer consultation designed to gather primary 

source material on the practical aspects of colheita and frasqueira production (with 

particular reference to wine maturation) and producer views on the opportunities and 

challenges these classifications present. 

Given the importance of extended ageing in the production of vintage wines codified 

in the legislation, the consultation was directed at the post-fortification handling of 

colheita and frasqueira wines, specifically the canteiro process and subsequent ageing 

in wood. On the basis of existing literature on the subject and the review of the legal 

framework in Part 1, several interrelated production considerations were explored with 

producers: the type, age and size of vessels used for colheita and frasqueira wines at 

different stages of the production process, storage conditions and length of maturation 

time. Enquiries were also made as to how colheita and frasqueira wines are adjusted 

pre-bottling, before discussion of the opportunities and challenges associated with the 

production of these wines. 

Taking account of the research objectives and scope of this paper, results of the 

producer consultation are presented as a narrative synopsis, with key themes 

extracted and analysed by reference to selected producers.  

2.2  The Maturation Process for Colheita and Frasqueira Wines 

2.2.1 Use of Wood 

The thermo-degradation of wine compounds entailed in the canteiro process, 

combined with the controlled oxidation that results from extended maturation in wood, 
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is understood to produce the distinctive aroma and flavour profile associated with 

higher quality madeira.63 It follows that – notwithstanding that estufagem appears to 

have been possible for frasqueira wines until 2015 and still is for colheitas – vintage 

wines are primarily associated with the canteiro process.64 All producers currently 

employ the canteiro process rather than estufagem for their vintage wines and age 

them for the respective minimum timeframes in wooden casks.65  

There is considerable variation in the types of wood from which the casks used are 

constructed, the consultation identifying the use of French, American, Iberian and 

Hungarian oak for smaller casks or lodge pipes (pipas) which typically range in size 

from 400L to 700L. Although  prefers American oak for the preliminary ageing of 

younger vintage wines on the basis that its greater porosity hastens development, the 

majority of producers are ambivalent as to the origin of wood used for the canteiro 

process and subsequent maturation, with former sherry, whisky and cognac barrels 

all in use. For , controlled oxidation is the key objective, his casks simply ‘filters for 

the wine’;  uses French oak on the basis that these were the vessels he inherited. 

Brazilian satinwood is used for larger vats  as the tighter grain 

of this wood makes it suitable when anaerobic ageing is required (see below). 

As to the age of the casks used, the majority of producers reserve their oldest vessels 

– often some 80–100 years old  – for their oldest 

vintage wines on the basis that, even with reconditioning, prior fillings seal pores and 

                                                             
63 Câmara et. al., p. 2. 
64 See Mayson (2) & Liddell (2). Article 9 of Portaria 39/2015 now provides that a canteiro 
wine will have spent two years in cask whereas one produced by estufagem will have been 
stored in vessels heated to a maximum of 50°C for a minimum of three months. 
65 At least one producer was unaware that estufagem is still possible for colheita wines in the 
new legislation.  
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help to minimise evaporation. They also provide a more neutral environment which 

does not impart overt wood flavours, agreed to be undesirable .  

2.2.2  Management of Evaporation and Development in Cask 

As wines mature in cask, levels of volatile acidity, dry extract and sweetness typically 

increase.66 The principal theme to emerge from the consultation – as one which 

underpins every aspect of the maturation process – is the need to achieve 

concentration and development in vintage wines whilst (i) avoiding excessive loss of 

volume by evaporation; and (ii) keeping the chemical composition and organoleptic 

profile within IVBAM’s specification for bottling.  

The rate at which wines develop through oxidation and become progressively more 

concentrated through evaporation is primarily determined by relative humidity and 

temperature,67 and, by extension, cellar location and prevailing weather conditions. 

Given Madeira’s climate and topography,68 evaporation rates can vary widely: at 

 losses run from 3–8% in volume p.a. (across various cellar locations); at 

anything from 2–7% p.a. is possible within just one warehouse. While 

producers are reconciled to loss of volume as part of the production reality of vintage 

madeira 

all acknowledge that even where evaporation rates 

are relatively low, the volume subject to evaporation is diminishing year-on-year 

meaning that over time losses quickly become unsustainable.  

                                                             
66 Câmara et. al., p. 3. 
67 Ibid, p. 2. 
68 See Liddell (2), p. 272. 
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Given the variability of temperature and humidity and the chemical changes that occur 

during cask maturation, all producers agree on the need to monitor wines with regular 

tasting and laboratory analysis. This takes place every year at 

and every two years at . Constant vigilance is required – cites the example 

of an overlooked batch of 2005 Malvasia which lost 32% of its volume having been left 

in a 450L cask for five years, gaining in viscosity to the point of being unfit for bottling.  

Active management is required not only to regulate losses by evaporation but to 

assure quality and meet the criteria specified by IVBAM for the style of wine in 

question. Colheitas from Sercial, Verdelho, Boal and Malvasia – though notably not 

Tinta Negra – have to fall within the strict parameters for sugar content stipulated for 

each of these grape varieties.69 Final alcohol and volatile acidity levels are also 

prescribed by Portaria 39/2015.70 Whereas alcohol levels can be adjusted prior to 

bottling (see section 2.2.6 below), excess volatile acidity (to which frasqueiras are 

prone given their extended time in cask) can only be remedied with blending between 

batches of wine, as acknowledged by . 

2.2.3  Size of Vessels Used and Storage Conditions  

While high temperatures and humidity levels (typically peaking at 30–35°C and 70–

75% relative humidity) are recognised as necessary for preliminary canteiro ageing,71 

the consultation shows a range of techniques used by producers seeking to manage 

evaporation thereafter. These vary according to the particular environmental 

                                                             
69 As required by Article 4 of Portaria 39/2015; Article 4(4) allows for derogation from these 
parameters in the case of frasqueiras on application to IVBAM, an example of one of the 
safe harbours introduced by the new legislation.  
70 Article 6 of Portaria 39/2015 stipulates that volatile acidity levels must not exceed 20 
meq/L for wines up to 10 years of age, 25 meq/L for wines between 10 and 20 years of age 
and 30 meq/L for wines over 20 years of age.  
71 Perestrelo et. al., p. 213. 
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constraints faced by each producer but centre on the manipulation of storage 

conditions and the type and size of vessels used.72 

 favour the warmest possible conditions for their vintage wines with 

frequent racking between casks to aerate the wine and encourage development. 

considers the 

‘warmer [the cellar] the better’; notes that warm temperatures are also beneficial 

for colour retention as natural precipitation is minimised. Both producers seek to 

regulate evaporation by racking colheita and frasqueira wines to larger vessels and/or 

moving them to cooler parts of the winery. transfers wines from 700L pipas into 

1,000L stainless steel tanks or 1,500L ex-bourbon casks when they are considered 

sufficiently advanced. At  colheitas from Tinta Negra are transferred into 

20,000L and 40,000L vats,  seeking to bottle these wines as a fresher and fruitier 

counterpart to his more evolved frasqueiras (currently all made from the traditional 

varieties).  

Having stabilised wines post-fortification in 9,100L Brazilian satinwood balseiros (the 

size and tight grain of which preclude any evaporation), racks his vintage wines to 

658L pipas . 

Temperatures here can fluctuate between 20 and 34°C in 12 hours; a team of coopers 

is employed full-time to repair leaking casks as the wood expands and contracts. After 

5–6 years they are transferred to larger wood vessels (or stainless steel for colheitas) 

                                                             
72 The size of the vessel is operative as the larger it is the lower the ratio of surface area to 
volume and the slower the diffusion of oxygen throughout the liquid; see Robinson, J. and 
Harding, J. 
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on lower levels or moved to where ambient temperatures are 

cooler.  

 prefers to regulate evaporation by moving vintage wines to cooler conditions 

rather than racking between casks of different sizes.  considers that this allows a 

more stable evolution of the wines, with cooler conditions allowing acidity and sugar 

to concentrate at a more relatively proportionate rate. Sercial is typically matured in 

smaller casks, given the high extract and acidity associated with this grape variety; 

Malvasia benefits from larger vessels as given higher residual sugar levels it evolves 

more quickly.73  

 subscribe to similar practices, with the youngest vintage 

wines kept in cask at roof level where temperatures are warmest and the oldest in the 

cellar where cooler conditions result in slower development.  

2.2.4  Use of Vessels Other than Wood 

Glass demi-johns (garrafões) of varying sizes between 20L  to 60L (

are widely used for long-aged frasqueira wines when volumes have so diminished that 

any further loss and/or development would be undesirable. 

prefer to keep wines on ullage, with the latter claiming only to transfer to glass where 

150–200L of a wine remains.  elect to keep frasqueiras in 

stainless steel with sceptical about how inert demi-johns are given that much 

depends on how well they are sealed.  

While analysis of the legal framework shows that prior to 2015 producers were 

technically able to move frasqueira wines out of wood into stainless steel or glass 

                                                             
73 IDTT Wine 329, podcast interview with Ricardo de Freitas. 
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within the minimum ageing period, producers are not forthcoming about whether or 

not this happened.  confirms that in the past it was possible to vary the maturation 

vessel used for these wines as this was not expressly regulated, but only one producer 

was prepared to acknowledge that some frasqueira wines benefit from being moved 

out of cask before the minimum term has elapsed.  cites the example of a 

Sercial which after 18 years in cask risked becoming ‘too concentrated’ and was 

moved to demi-johns for a further 5–6 years before bottling. This wine could now not 

be labelled frasqueira. expressed some disappointment that the previous flexibility 

of the legislation on this point has been withdrawn; the majority, insistent on the value 

of long cask maturation at all costs, were ambivalent. 

2.2.5  Maturation Times and the Decision to Bottle 

The consultation shows significant variation between producers in total maturation 

times for colheita and frasqueira wines. 

Producer Typical maturation time for 

colheitas  

Typical maturation time for 

frasqueiras 
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With the exceptions of (positioned as an entry-

point subset of the colheita classification), the typical age of colheitas at bottling is 

notably higher than the five-year minimum wood-ageing required by law. Although the 

figures above indicate total maturation times and so include both canteiro and any 

subsequent ageing in wood and/or in other vessels, the majority view is that colheitas 

need longer than five years in cask to attain the levels of complexity and concentration 

seen as necessary for this classification.  considers these wines ‘still young at 5 

years old’, an opinion endorsed by who believes that at least ten years 

of ageing is necessary to achieve the ‘singularity’ required for colheita status.  

For frasqueiras, between 20 and 30 years’ total maturation is the norm. considers 

that frasqueiras should age for the length of time optimal for the wine in question and 

that ‘that should not be below 30 years’. Given the  inventory,  bottles 

frasqueiras significantly older than this, in some cases at up to 60 or 80 years of age.  

The fact that both the colheita and frasqueira classifications typically share a 

maturation pathway in the form of canteiro and wood-ageing is of course relevant to a 

consideration of when these wines are bottled and why. While producers stress the 

importance of base harvest quality and careful fruit selection in whether or not a wine 

will be earmarked for vintage status at the outset , whether 

or not a wine is subsequently bottled as a colheita or a frasqueira is – once minimum 

maturation times have elapsed – purely at the producer’s discretion. As explains, 

if, after five or six years in cask the winemaker deems the wine capable of satisfying 

the IVBAM tests for approval as a colheita it may be bottled as such, ‘if so desired’. 

Alternatively, it may be reserved for bottling as a colheita at a later date or for 

subsequent denomination as frasqueira (indeed acknowledges that a 
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proportion of the wines identified for release as colheita will routinely be held back for 

future release as frasqueira).  

It follows that commercial factors underpin the decision as to when vintage wines are 

bottled and whether as colheita or frasqueira. Last year chose not to bottle any 

colheitas as they had sufficient reserves already ready for sale. 

acknowledges that anticipated demand for a particular vintage year (i.e. possible 

anniversaries) will inform the decision to bottle a given wine. Malvasias are often 

bottled earlier than wines from other varieties as explains that these are in most 

demand in the market (fortuitous given that these wines are understood to mature 

faster in canteiro; see 2.2.3).  releases limited quantities of different colheita 

and frasqueira wines each year, rotating diminishing stocks to preserve value; for 

the price at which these wines are released is not just a function of age and by 

extension quality, but scarcity.  

A further likely consideration here – although one which producers would not 

acknowledge explicitly – is the POSEI ageing subsidy, an EU scheme whereby 

producers who agree to age their wines for a period of five years receive €0.05 per hl 

per day for the duration of their participation.74 At the end of the five-year period the 

participation can be extended for a further five years, as necessary. Although IVBAM 

has confirmed that this support was intended to incentivise higher quality through 

longer cask ageing,75 it is available regardless of whether the wine in question is stored 

in wood or stainless steel. This, somewhat counter-intuitively, suggests that until 

                                                             
74 See Portaria No. 17/2012 de 9 de Fevereiro, as amended by Portaria No. 99/2014 de 22 

de Julho. This is one element of the EU funding made available to producers as part of the 
POSEI programme, established by Council Decision 91/315/CEE of 26 June 1991 to 
promote the integration and economic development of Madeira.  
75 Paula Cabaço, pers. comm. 22 April 2016. 
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wood-ageing became mandatory in 2015 producers could exploit the flexibility of the 

legislation to store a frasqueira or colheita wine in other vessels during the stipulated 

maturation window and still benefit from the funding. 

2.2.6  Topping-up/Blending between Casks and Pre-bottling Adjustments 

Given the loss of volume and the risk of over-concentration during wood-ageing, the 

need for topping-up and/or refreshing colheita and frasqueira wines in cask appears 

self-evident. Nevertheless, it has been the source of some controversy, with producers 

historically evasive on the practice and conflicting viewpoints in evidence.76 After 

repeated enquiries, the majority of producers stated that they top up their vintage 

wines with other batches of the same wine from different casks; only one maintained 

that they did not. effectively sacrifices the contents of one barrel of a vintage 

wine every eight to ten years to top up the others.77 acknowledge that 

blending between barrels in this way frees up cask space which is at premium, 

although  considers that headspace in cask is not only conducive to the 

development of vintage wines but necessary; in his view the degree of oxidation and 

concentration required cannot be achieved through oxygen transfer alone, even with 

extended wood-ageing. 

While several producers acknowledged the role of blending between casks to 

correct/standardise vintage wines in anticipation of bottling 

,78 all producers claim that their colheita and frasqueira wines are 

                                                             
76 See Liddell (1), pp. 131–132 and Liddell (2), pp. 164–165. 

 

77 
78 Except where wines are stated to be single-cask, as with several of  colheitas. 
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100% of the variety and vintage indicated.79 As to the use of adjustments for alcohol 

and sweetness, however, producers were coy. 

makes adjustments to alcohol and sweetness before the final filtration of his 

vintage wines using 96% ABV alcohol and RCGM, but ‘always at very low values’. 

will adjust alcohol but not sweetness, considering that the addition of RCGM at this 

point would disrupt the organoleptic profile of the wine.  prefers not to add alcohol 

as it may affect aroma complexity but will do so if necessary; exceptionally, he will also 

sweeten wines with RCGM (noting that some of the frasqueira Malvasias he inherited 

struggle to reach the required sugar level for the requisite classification of doce 

(‘sweet’), possibly due to issues with the fermentation). prefers to pre-empt 

adjustments to final sugar levels by arresting the fermentation of a wine destined to be 

meio doce (‘medium sweet’) to leave a level of residual sugar closer to meio seco 

(‘medium dry’), on the basis that it will gain in sugar and reach the medium sweet 

threshold with time in cask. For each of his colheita and frasqueira wines ‘is as it is 

[..] corrections for sugar and alcohol do not exist’. 

Adjusting colour with the addition of caramel or other colouring agents is permitted for 

vintage wines as it is for lesser categories, but most producers claim it is unnecessary 

for these wines given their long, oxidative maturation. reserves his right to use 

caramel on the basis that consumers ‘expect wines to be dark in colour’. 

do not adjust the colour of their colheitas or frasqueiras; 

 chose not to engage on the point.  does not use caramel for any of its 

wines;  view is that wines from the traditional (white) varieties only 

                                                             
79 Notwithstanding the flexibility to blend varietally labelled frasqueira and colheita wines with 
up to 15% of a grape variety other than that indicated and up to 15% of wine from a vintage 
other that that indicated afforded by Article 62(1)(c)(i) and Article 61(1) of Commission 
Regulation (EC) No. 607/2009, respectively. 
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truly achieve a brown colour at 60–70 years of age, an observation that it has not been 

possible to verify but one which would suggest that colouring agents are more widely 

used than producers care to admit.80 

All producers were keen to point out that if a wine fails to meet the specified criteria 

the cask or casks in question will be declassified and used in blended wines. As such, 

these lesser categories allow producers to maintain the integrity of their premium 

wines, with demoted batches often seen as enhancing blends and allowing some 

return on investment, even if negligible by comparison. 

2.3 Opportunities and Challenges Associated with the Colheita and 

Frasqueira Classifications 

Having provided an insight into key themes in the production of vintage wines, this 

final section documents producer views of the strengths and weaknesses of the 

colheita and frasqueira classifications. Given the overlap between key drivers for the 

uptake of these classifications and the opportunities producers associate with them, 

these are considered together, before challenges and limitations are discussed and 

conclusions drawn. 

2.3.1  Key Drivers and Strengths  

The consensus amongst producers is that vintage wines add value both to individual 

portfolios and the madeira category overall, with the majority expressing an interest in 

increasing production of vintage wines (subject to the constraints outlined below). 

Although vintage wines account for just 1% of portfolio in volume terms, 13% 

of the company’s turnover is attributable to these classifications and sees 

                                                             
80 IDTT Wine 329, podcast interview with Ricardo de Freitas. 
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them as key to the future of the category.81 This is reflected at the macro level with 

IVBAM statistics showing that, while volumes of vintage wines fluctuate around 1% of 

total DO Madeira output each year, they represent 12% of the category’s value. 

Furthermore, the average value in €/L of both classifications has increased 

significantly since 2008, with colheitas up 63% and frasqueiras up 74% (against an 

overall increase for the category of 18%).82 

  

As is perhaps to be expected, most producers agree that frasqueiras are the flagships 

of the madeira category and important reference points in their portfolios; conversely 

colheitas serve as ‘baby vintages’, meeting perceived demand for a high quality 

vintage wine at a lower cost than frasqueiras . As 

puts it, ‘consumers no longer have to invest in frasqueiras to experience quality’. 

Whether colheitas provide a gateway to the more expensive frasqueira classification 

is, however, a moot point. considers that the two classifications appeal to different 

consumers on the basis of price point and that purchasers of colheita wines are more 

likely to stick with that bracket than trade up; those with more money to spend go 

immediately for the prestige of frasqueira. does not 

have enough data yet to say with certainty whether purchasers of colheitas go on to 

buy their frasqueira wines.83  

                                                             
81 
82 See A endix 1. 
83 
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Given the flexibility as to whether a wine is bottled as colheita or reserved for future 

frasqueira (now extended to Tinta Negra as well as the traditional varieties), the 

commercial rationale for the production of colheita wines is compelling. 

acknowledges that if, at the turn of the century, this classification was ‘not well 

understood’, it has ‘turned out to be a nice bet’. The shared maturation pathway with 

frasqueira allows what terms a ‘horizontalisation of costs’, with four of six producers 

expressly acknowledging the contribution of these shorter-aged wines in terms of cash 

flow and stock profiling . On this basis it could be 

argued that colheitas support the production of frasqueiras; that all producers of 

frasqueiras make colheitas as well serves to illustrate the point. 

In view of the amount of capital tied up in cask stores, the POSEI subsidy is clearly an 

important factor in colheita and frasqueira production. One producer has 2.5m litres in 

the POSEI programme, generating €1,250 a day. That the subsidy is tied to a five-

year cycle, the minimum maturation period for colheita wines, is perhaps telling. All 

producers acknowledge its positive effect on their balance sheets but – given that not 

all wines registered in the scheme are destined for vintage status – the extent to which 

this funding influences the production of colheita and frasqueira wines specifically is 

far from clear. Notably, indicates that would produce the vintage range 

they produce even without the funding.  

The flexibility afforded by the new legislation in terms of permitted grape varieties has, 

as one would expect, been welcomed by all producers. With Tinta Negra so dominant 

on the island,84 the commercial expediency of being able to bottle wines from this 

grape as frasqueira is obvious and all producers plan to release frasqueira wines from 

                                                             
84 See Liddell (2), pp. 105–110 and Mayson (2), p. 43. 
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Tinta Negra going forward. Commercial agendas notwithstanding (see below), there 

is a genuine feeling amongst producers and IVBAM that Tinta Negra has been 

overlooked for its quality potential in the past and that its promotion to the league of 

castas recomendadas is justified. was the only producer to express reservations 

on the suitability of Tinta Negra for frasqueiras specifically on the basis that ‘we always 

pay more for noble varieties which are cropped at lower yields and are better quality.’  

All producers consider the new legislation to be an improvement on what has gone 

before, with  citing the resulting increased transparency for producers and 

consumers as a positive development for the colheita and frasqueira classifications. 

The fact that colheita wines from Tinta Negra may now – at the producer’s discretion 

– carry the grape variety on the label is seen as an overdue step forward in raising the 

quality profile of this grape amongst consumers. The new requirement that vintage 

wines carry a bottling date is also seen as positive.85 Even though no imminent plans 

to use estufagem, ‘authorised varieties’ or blends of different grapes for colheita wines 

were identified during the consultation, the flexibility to do so was broadly welcomed; 

as  comments, ‘it is better to leave the door open than closed’. The fact that at least 

one producer was unaware of the potential use of estufagem for colheitas and another 

of the fact that Tinta Negra is now permitted for frasqueiras suggests, however, that 

more work is needed by IVBAM to engage producers on the detail of the legislation. 

 

 

                                                             
85 Liddell and Mayson both point out that the same vintage wine could have been bottled at 
different stages of its evolution, representing markedly different styles (and quality levels) 
without any way for the consumer to tell them apart at the point of sale (Mayson, p. 89; 
Liddell (2), p. 265). This is no longer a potential issue. 
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2.3.2  Challenges and Limitations 

For all the enthusiasm for Tinta Negra, are concerned 

by the ongoing shortage in supply of the traditional varieties and cite this as a key 

obstacle for growth of their colheita and frasqueira portfolios. On the face of it, this is 

more evidence (in addition to the alacrity with which the colheita classification was 

opened up to Tinta Negra in 2000) to suggest that the repudiation of Tinta Negra’s 

poor reputation has a clear basis in commercial necessity. Although EU subsidies 

have been made available to growers to increase the production of these grapes,86 

there is still a severe shortfall with more than one producer suggesting that a price war 

is imminent. is looking to expand its own vineyard holdings 

in a bid to increase the in-house production of traditional varieties, with noting that 

because IVBAM buys any surplus of grapes at harvest, there is little incentive for 

growers to plant these varieties which can be less productive. 

drew attention to the lack of investment in viticulture as a constraint for the 

production of premium quality vintage wines. 

While the cachet of vintage date was highlighted by several producers as giving 

commercial impetus to both classifications , nomenclature 

remains problematic, particularly for frasqueiras. The majority of producers are 

unhappy with the ban on the term ‘Vintage’ which they would otherwise use for their 

frasqueira wines. consider this an impediment to raising the 

profile of their wines in English-language markets, with rejecting both frasqueira 

and garrafeira as difficult for consumers to pronounce.  prefers simply to identify 

the vintage year and grape variety on the bottle, consistent with assessment that 

                                                             
86 See Liddell (2), p. 146. 
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ultimately purchasers of these wines are not interested in whether a wine is termed 

colheita or frasqueira (or how much ageing it has undergone). Most will be buying 

because of the personal significance of the year on the label and will be guided by 

how much they are prepared to spend. 

Expenses associated with the 20-year ageing requirement for frasqueiras – namely 

those incurred in maintaining the casks by replacing staves and space constraints, as 

well as loss of volume through evaporation – were acknowledged as drawbacks by 

most producers. However, only two were prepared to question the profitability of 

frasqueira production outright. considers that frasqueiras are often ‘overrated’, an 

assessment which informs his focus on blended and colheita wines. suggests 

that the costs of frasqueira production are never recovered; even if old wines are 

released for sale at high prices, the elevated profit margin will be taxed punitively 

where a company’s cost of sales for accounting purposes is calculated on an averaged 

basis.  also cites the expense of putting these limited production wines into the 

market as a concern; once a 10,000L batch of a particular colheita has sold through, 

the company will be put to the expense of renegotiating terms with the retailer for a 

substitute product. He considers that only 30% of the costs associated with his vintage 

wines relate to production overheads, the remainder being attributable to marketing, 

labelling and reporting requirements. 

Despite mainly positive feedback on the new legislation insofar as the colheita and 

frasqueira classifications are concerned – unsurprising given the new latitude with 

regard to permitted grape varieties – some producers also expressed concern about 

the new ‘50 year-old’ and ‘more than 50 year-old’ categories of blended wines.87 Whilst 

                                                             
87 Introduced by Article 4(1) of Portaria 38/2015. 
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these allow for the blending of old wines which predate the current account system, 

 consider there are now too many age-dated categories 

with the potential to cut across the vintage wine niche, not least because quality is 

improving at all levels. Conversely, considers that ‘there is always space for high 

quality’ and that the new categories will premiumise vintage wines still further.  

2.4 Key Themes in Production: Summary Conclusions 

While common themes in the production of colheita and frasqueira wines are readily 

identifiable, the consultation shows significant variation in the techniques used 

between producers to achieve premium quality in these wines, an outcome currently 

seen as directly proportional to the length of time spent in cask. The maturation 

trajectory of a given wine – and its ultimate denomination as colheita or frasqueira – 

is informed by a complex range of environmental factors from the point of fortification 

until bottling, with commercial considerations operative throughout. 

Despite minority reservations about the commercial viability of frasqueira wines, 

producer attitudes to the classifications are generally buoyant. All six current 

producers of vintage wines are optimistic about the flexibility of the new legislation and 

plan to produce frasqueiras from Tinta Negra in due course. For as long as the canteiro 

process and wood-ageing are considered indispensable for vintage wines, the benefits 

of a shared maturation pathway and the flexibility to bottle a wine as colheita or 

frasqueira – now extended to Tinta Negra – will be maintained. If, however, research 

such as that currently underway at shows improved estufagem techniques 

to produce the requisite quality level for colheita wines in a shorter timeframe, that 

flexibility may yield to pragmatism. Given that estufagem is now prohibited for 

frasqueiras, producers would, in such a scenario, have to commit to bottling a given 
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wine as colheita at the outset. But with four out of six producers typically wood-ageing 

their colheita wines for at least ten years, a compressed maturation period closer to 

the five-year minimum could pay dividends. Faster turn-over of stock and a 

proportionate reduction in the risks associated with extended cask maturation are two 

possible upsides. 

3  Concluding Discussion and Overview 

This paper has shown that the legal framework for vintage wines has historically 

allowed producers more flexibility in terms of permitted production techniques than 

previously assumed. With producers and IVBAM generally reluctant to engage on past 

practices (although the latter recognises, to its credit, that the previous legislation has 

fallen short), it has not been possible to determine how material this flexibility has been 

in the production of colheita and frasqueira wines. In mapping the legislative evolution 

of these classifications, this paper has, however, revealed both a willingness on the 

part of stakeholders to respond to changing economic circumstances and a clear trend 

towards greater transparency in the regulation of madeira production. The 2015 

legislation is an attempt to the balance these competing considerations, promoting 

quality in colheita and frasqueira wines as a function of long cask maturation whilst 

seeking to preserve the commercial viability of the classifications going forward.  

In exploring key themes in the production of vintage wines through a dedicated 

producer consultation, this paper has also provided an insight into common practices 

and producer views on these classifications. As such, it is hoped that the findings 

presented will form a basis for further research of the colheita and frasqueira 

classifications and their future contribution to the madeira category. The long-term 

prospects for these wines are uncertain but their growth in value over the past seven 
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years is undoubtedly a positive indicator. Whether the authorisation of Tinta Negra for 

frasqueira wines – inconceivable 20 years ago – will result in growth in the volume of 

frasqueira wines produced and how this will impact on the value represented by both 

classifications is of real interest. While blended wines incorporating long-aged batches 

of Tinta Negra are now coming to market (such as recently released 50 year-

old Tinta Negra), whether or not this grape can hold its own against the traditional 

varieties as a varietal frasqueira remains to be seen.  
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Appendix 1 – Volume and Value Trends for Colheita and Frasqueira 

Wines 2008–2015 

This analysis, intended for context, covers the period 2008 to 2015 as IVBAM data for 

colheita and frasqueira wines have only been segregated since 2008. Statistics 

supplied by IVBAM record the volume and value of wines ‘commercialised’ (i.e. 

released to the market) each year. 

Key observations are as follows: 

• The volume of wines released to the market as colheita and frasqueira annually 

has remained broadly consistent as a percentage of total DO Madeira output in 

the period 2008–2015. The value of wines released to the market as colheita 

and frasqueira has increased to over 12% of total DO Madeira output in the 

same period. 
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[Source: IVBAM. See Table 1 below]  
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• While the average value of wines entitled to the DO Madeira designation has 

increased by 18% in the period 2008–2015, the average value of wines 

released as colheita and frasqueira has increased by significantly more in the 

same period, by 63% in the case of colheitas and by 74% in the case of 

frasqueiras. 

[Source: IVBAM. See Table 1 below]
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Table 1: Data Set (Source: IVBAM, 2016) 

  
 
 
 

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

a 
Total value of DO Madeira output 
(€) 
 

15,621,158 14,535,223 14,975,315 15,274,343 16,487,228 16,815,757 17,904,794 17,999,319 

b 
Total value of wines released as 
colheita (€) 
 

307,542 307,135 344,849 366,047 366,467 457,085 426,579 507,614 

c 
Total value of wines released as 
frasqueira (€) 
 

1,005,137 698,139 660,478 883,712 883,726 1,277,891 1,431,861 1,663,116 

d 

Value of wines released as 
colheita expressed as 
percentage of total madeira 
output by value [b/a*100] 
 

1.97 2.11 2.30 2.40 2.22 2.72 2.38 2.82 

e 

Value of wines released as 
frasqueira expressed as 
percentage of total madeira 
output by value [c/a*100] 
 

6.43 4.80 4.41 5.79 5.36 7.60 8.00 9.24 

f 

Total value of wines released as 
colheita and frasqueira 
expressed as a percentage of 
total DO Madeira output by value 
[d+e] 
 

8.40 6.92 6.71 8.18 7.58 10.32 10.38 12.06 

g 
Total volume of DO Madeira 
output (L) 
 

3,415,054 3,273,407 3,277,615 3,012,266 3,407,343 3,187,681 3,372,160 3,329,995 
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2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

h 
Total volume of wines released 
as colheita (L) 
 

23,687 20,734 19,378 21,916 18,550 22,178 18,672 24,006 

i 
Total volume of wines released 
as frasqueira (L) 
 

14,148 7,888 8,267 9,964 10,365 12,698 11,775 13,430 

j 

Total volume of wines released 
as colheita and frasqueira as a 
percentage of total DO Madeira 
output by volume [(h+i)/g*100] 
 

1.11 0.87 0.84 1.06 0.85 1.09 0.90 1.12 

k 
Average value of DO Madeira 
wines (€/L) [a/g] 
 

4.57 4.44 4.57 5.07 4.84 5.28 5.31 5.41 

l 
Average value of wines released 
as colheita (€/L) [b/h] 
 

12.98 14.81 17.80 16.70 19.76 20.61 22.85 21.15 

m 
Average value of wines released 
as frasqueira (€/L) [c/i] 
 

71.04 88.51 79.89 88.69 85.26 100.64 121.61 123.84 
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Appendix 2 – Translated extract from Portaria 38/2015: Current 

Definitions of Colheita and Frasqueira 

English 

‘Article 7 Traditional designations 

1 – For DO ‘Madeira’ wines with indication of the year of harvest, one of the following 

traditional designations must appear: 

a) Frasqueira or Garrafeira – designation reserved for wine with an indication of 

harvest year and indication of recommended grape variety, produced by the canteiro 

process and submitted to minimum continuous ageing of 20 years in wood, which 

presents organoleptic characteristics of exceptional quality, having the year of bottling 

indicated and figuring on a specific current account before and after bottling; 

b) Colheita – designation reserved for wine with an indication of the harvest year, 

which has been aged continuously in wood for at least 5 years and presents 

outstanding organoleptic characteristics, with the start and length of the ageing 

process being communicated to IVBAM, IP-RAM a minimum of 5 working days in 

advance, having the year of bottling indicated and figuring on a specific current 

account; 

[…]’ 

Portuguese 

 ‘Artigo 7.° Menções tradicionais 

1 – No vinho com DO ‘Madeira’ com indicação do ano de colheita deve constar a 

indicação de apenas uma das seguintes menções tradicionais: 
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a) Frasqueira ou Garrafeira – menção reservada ao vinho com indicação do ano de 

colheita e indicação de casta recomendada, produzido pelo processo de canteiro e 

submetido a um envelhecimento contínuo mínimo de 20 anos em madeira, que 

apresente caraterísticas organoléticas de excecional qualidade, devendo ter indicado 

o ano de engarrafamento e constar de conta-corrente específica antes e depois do 

engarrafamento; 

b) Colheita – menção reservada ao vinho com indicação do ano de colheita, que tenha 

sido envelhecido continuamente em madeira durante pelo menos 5 anos e apresente 

caraterísticas organoléticas destacadas, devendo ser comunicado ao IVBAM, IP-RAM 

o início do processo de envelhecimento, com uma antecedência mínima de 5 dias 

úteis, assim como o seu termo, ter indicado o ano de engarrafamento e constar de 

conta-corrente específica; 

[…]’ 
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Appendix 3 – Producer Consultation Interview Checklist  

Background 

1. What proportion of your portfolio comprises colheita and frasqueira wines? 

Winemaking/maturation 

2. How do you identify musts/wines as having colheita or frasqueira potential at 

the outset? 

 

3. Production method for colheita and frasqueira wines. 

- Estufagem or canteiro? 

- Plans to use estufagem for colheita? 

 

4. Age, type and size of wooden casks typically used for the canteiro 

process/wood-ageing. 

 

5. Techniques to manage evaporation during canteiro/wood-ageing; when and 

why. 

- Different cask sizes/vessels? 

- Different sites? 

- Cellar conditions and configuration; movement between floors; regulation of 

ambient temperature, humidity? 

 

6. Monitoring of wines in cask. 

- Frequency of testing? 

- Criteria used – tasting/lab analysis? 
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7. Topping-up/refreshing of colheita and frasqueira wines in cask. 

- Blending between casks? 

- Addition of younger wines? 

 

8. Typical length of maturation time for colheita wines. 

- Reasons? 

 

9. Factors which inform bottling of wines as colheita. 

- Practical/commercial? 

- Are some batches held back for subsequent bottling as frasqueira? 

 

10.  Typical length of maturation time for frasqueira wines. 

- Reasons? 

 

11.  Factors which inform bottling of wines as frasqueira. 

- Practical/commercial? 

- Volume considerations? 

 

12.  Participation in the POSEI programme. 

- How important is this to your production of colheita and frasqueira wines? 

 

13.  Corrections/adjustments to wines in cask/at bottling; blending. 

- Use of RCGM/alcohol/caramel or other colouring agents? 

- Are wines 100% of the variety and vintage indicated? 
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14.  Fining/filtration at bottling. 

 

15.  Labelling terminology/preferred terms. 

- Frasqueira/Garrafeira/‘Vintage’? Why? 

- Colheita/‘Single-harvest’/‘Harvest’? Why? 

Legal 

16.  1982 legislation re: the frasqueira classification. 

- Why introduced at this time? 

- Views on 2-year ageing in bottle in addition to 20-year minimum before 

bottling? 

- Views on flexibility in terms of production method/ageing vessel? 

 

17.  1998 and 2000 legislation re: the colheita classification. 

- When did you launch your first colheita wine? Why? 

 

18.  2015 legislation re: the colheita and frasqueira classifications. 

- Views on the latest legislation as it applies to colheita and frasqueira wines? 

- Plans to use Tinta Negra for frasqueira wines? 

- Plans to use new ‘50 y.o’. and ‘More than 50 y.o.’ age indications? 

Interaction with colheita and frasqueira classifications? 

Commercial 

19.  Role of colheita and frasqueira wines in your portfolio and the madeira category 

overall. 

- Plans to increase/decrease production? Why/why not? 
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- Key drivers for the production of colheita and frasqueira wines? 

 

20.  Opportunities/strengths of colheita v. frasqueira wines and vintage wines v. 

blended. 

 

21.  Challenges/weaknesses of colheita v. frasqueira wines and vintage wines v. 

blended. 
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Appendix 4 – Approved Research Paper Proposal 

Name of Advisor: Alex Hunt MW 

 

Proposed Title: The colheita and frasqueira classifications: a study of the 

legal framework and key themes in the production of 

vintage madeira. 

Research Questions: 

 

Define the subject of 

your Research Paper 

and specify the specific 

research questions you 

plan to pursue: 

 

(no more than 200 

words) 

 

This Research Paper aims to offer a new perspective on 

vintage madeira by examining the theory and practice of 

colheita and frasqueira classification/production and 

bringing together producer views on these styles in a 

specialist study.  

 

It has two research objectives: 

 

1. to assess the historical and legal background to 

the colheita and frasqueira classifications of 

madeira and how this has evolved since the 1982 

legislation; and 

 

2. to evaluate key themes in the production of 

colheita and frasqueira wines, outlining producer 

views on the opportunities and challenges these 

classifications present. 
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Background and 

Context: 

 

Explain what is 

currently known about 

the topic and address 

why this topic 

requires/offers 

opportunities for further 

research. 

 

(no more than 200 

words) 

Literature on madeira is extensive but typically confined 

to historical overviews of the wine industry and key 

producers.  

 

The concepts of colheita and frasqueira wines are well-

documented but the major works on madeira tend to 

accept these classifications at face value. A preliminary 

English- and Portuguese-language literature review 

indicates: 

 

1. there has been no dedicated study of these two 

classifications, why they were introduced and how 

they have evolved; and 

 

2. there has been no specialist survey of producer 

attitudes to these styles, how wines are designated 

colheita or frasqueira, or their function as part of 

producers’ portfolios. 

 

On this basis, there is scope to research the historical and 

legal background to these classifications, as well as to 

consult producers on: (i) the practical aspects of colheita 

and frasqueira production; and (ii) the commercial 

opportunities and limitations associated with them.  
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Sources: 

 

Identify the nature of 

your source materials 

(official documents, 

books, articles, other 

studies, etc.) and give 

principal sources if 

appropriate. 

 

(no more than 150 

words) 

 

Primary sources 

 

• IVBAM  

• Portuguese legislation/statute 

• Portuguese-language consultation 

papers/meeting minutes of relevant industry 

bodies 

• Associação Comercial e Industrial do Funchal 

• Arquivo Regional da Madeira 

• Key producers of colheita and frasqueira styles: 

- Barbeito 

- H. M. Borges 

- Henriques & Henriques 

- Justino’s 

- MWC (Blandy, Cossart Gordon, Leacock) 

- D’Oliveira’s. 

 

Secondary sources 

 

• English-language works and research (Elliott, 

Liddell, Mayson et al.) 

• Portuguese-language works and research (Vieira, 

et al.) 
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Research 

Methodology: 

 

Please detail how you 

will identify and gather 

the material or 

information necessary 

to answer the research 

question(s) and discuss 

what techniques you 

will use to analyse this 

information. 

 

(no more than 500 

words) 

 

The first part of the Research Paper (addressing research 

objective 1) will provide: 

 

• a general background on vintage madeira 

production; 

• an analysis of the production data for colheita and 

frasqueira wines in the context of overall madeira 

production; and 

• an analysis of the statutory framework, historical 

and contemporary, including commentary on why 

these classifications were introduced and how they 

have changed. 

 

The research methodology will involve: 

 

1. an ongoing literature review to identify and locate 

relevant primary and secondary source material in 

English and Portuguese; 

 

2. interviews and correspondence with IVBAM, 

industry contacts and other organisations on the 

ground in Madeira, plus archive research as 

necessary; and 
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3. analysis of relevant legislation (available online), 

funding protocols and other matters of public 

record in Portuguese. 

 

The second part of the Research Paper (addressing 

research objective 2) will provide: 

 

• an analysis of the key drivers for producer uptake 

of the colheita and frasqueira classifications; 

• an analysis of practical aspects of the production 

of colheita and frasqueira wines, with particular 

reference to wine maturation; and 

• an appraisal of producer views on the opportunities 

and challenges these classifications present.  

 

In view of the small number of wineries engaged in 

madeira production (preliminary research has identified 

six–eight wineries to be targeted), the research 

methodology will be mainly qualitative. It will involve: 

 

1. detailed, structured interviews in English and/or 

Portuguese with key producers to collate primary 

source material; and 
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2. further follow-up interviews and correspondence 

with IVBAM and other stakeholders, as necessary. 
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Potential to 

Contribute to the 

Body of Knowledge 

on Wine: 

 

Explain how this 

Research Paper will 

add to the current body 

of knowledge on this 

subject.  

 

(no more than 150 

words) 

For such a celebrated category of fine wine, little has 

been written about recent developments in the 

classification of premium madeira and the historical, legal 

and economic background to these changes. This 

Research Paper is an opportunity to document the recent 

history of the colheita and frasqueira classifications and 

to bring together producer views on their function in a 

specialist study. 

 

With the recent legislative reform (January 2015), the 

classification landscape is changing. A qualitative, 

consultation-based survey of producers will offer an 

insight into the strengths and weaknesses of the colheita 

and frasqueira classifications in practice. This should 

allow for an appraisal of the commercial opportunity these 

styles offer and provide a useful resource for further study 

of the madeira category. 

Proposed Time 

Schedule/Programme: 

 

This section should 

provide a summary of 

the time schedule for 

the research, analysis 

November–December 2015 – Obtain preliminary data 

from IVBAM remotely. Work on interview questions for 

IVBAM and producers. Schedule interviews. 

 

January–February 2016 – Field research: week-long visit 

to Madeira to meet with IVBAM and producers. 

Collate/analyse data. Verify scope/ integrity of research 
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and write-up of the 

Research Paper and 

should indicate 

approximate dates with 

key deliverables. 

 

 

questions. Discuss with RP Advisor. Submit any 

necessary amendments to RPP for IMW approval. 

 

March/April 2016 – Further contact with IVBAM and 

producers as necessary. Analyse findings and write up. 

 

May 2016 – proofing and submission of RP to RP Advisor. 

 

June 2016 – submission of RP to IMW. 

 

 

 


